
Manage your warehouse and inventory 
with greater efciency and accuracy.

Add a modern mobile interface to your 

warehouse and inventory routines with SAP.

Control inbound and outbound warehouse stock 

movements using an intuitive interface while 

maintaining data real-time in SAP. Reduce administrative 

tasks, improve data accuracy, reduce inventory, and 

reduce costs with this fully integrated, SAP certied, 

mobile solution.
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Inbound Delivery

Goods Receipt Quality Inspection

Receive and count goods in the yard and post the 

Goods Receipt, through the Inbound Delivery 

Document.

Perform Goods Receipt through a purchase order. 

Evaluate and count materials, attach photos, print 

labels, conrm, and easily record changes.

Streamline the quality inspection process of 

materials, attach photos, evaluate characteristics, 

record defects, and make usage decisions.

The most complete mobile 
warehouse & inventory solution

Movement

Create Goods Issue or Transfer Posting with different 

movement types (while online or ofine), collect digital 

signatures, and automatically conrm updates.

Delivery

Mobilize the picking process from delivery

documents, conrm the materials separation and 

update the data needed to complete the process.

Stock Overview

Check availability and general material

status in MM and WM stocks. Use

lters to make materials search even easier. 

Take immediate action on critical components.

Inventory

Perform faster and more accurate inventory cycle 

counts and create inventory documents. Validate, 

approve, and submit adjustments to SAP.

Storage

Electronically create and/or conrm Transfer 

Orders in the eld to ensure a fast and accurate 

storage process.

Smart List

Separate reserved items and record in a 

digital list to expedite the servicing of

reservations with a large numbers of items.

Provide stockroom personnel access to SAP in the palm of 

their hands. Sigga’s Mobile Warehouse & Inventory covers a 

wide range of routines, from inbound to outbound 

transactions, with an intuitive user interface. It provides full 

access to information even when the user is ofine. Replace 

paper with a mobile solution designed to simplify warehouse 

procedures with SAP.

Reservation

Easily create or update Reservations for cost centers 

and work orders.

Dispatch

Distribute SAP documents to users in the eld 

for immediate notication.



Eliminate bureaucratic tasks and paper waste. Consult live 

data and carry out storage operations any time, any place.

Increase productivity and efficiency

Main Benets

Accurately control stored items through easy cycle-counts, 

inventory approval, and recounts to quickly resolve 

discrepancies.

Inventory Management:

Lower operational errors by use of sensors, beacons, code 

readers and RFID tags to locate, identify and dispatch 

materials.

Reduce human error with automation

Make informed decisions about purchasing materials with 

accurate and current data information, aligning your inventory 

levels with real internal demands.

Reduce costs and inventory levels

Track receipts, entries, reservations and materials movement, 

with quantitative and qualitative control of items.

Increase reliability

Store materials by cost center, warehouse (MM) or position 

(WM).  Improve organization and safety while reducing errors 

and misplacements.

Storage process optimization

Replace slow inefcient processes to extract or 

enter data into SAP with Sigga’s suite of 

solutions for optimizing asset-management.

Extend your digital 
transformation impact
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MOBILE EAM

Sigga EAM

integrated portfolio

Schedule a demo today. sigga.com
TECHNOLOGIES

Applied Technologies

Mobile Warehouse & Inventory integrates with 

leading technologies to facilitate and optimize 

your warehouse processes.

RFID
Digital 

Signatures QR Code

Self service

Specications:

Mobile device compatibilities:

iPad, iPhones for most recent OS versions;

Android Smartphones and Tablets for most recent OS versions;

Windows smartphones and tablets for most recent OS versions;

Sigga guarantees the continued compatibility with future 

versions of mobile devices or operating systems for Windows, 

Android, and iOS.

Server: SAP NetWeaver 7.0 or higher;

Requires installation of Sigga ABAP add-on package;

SAP Silver Partner; SAP Certied Solution compatible with

SAP ERP 6 or greater, including SAP S/4 Hana.
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